Speaker Feedback Form – PS Web Information Extraction SS 2005

Paper #: Speaker: 

A1. How do you evaluate the **CONTENT** of the presentation? ("fachlicher Inhalt")

A2. How do you perceive the speaker's mastery of the subject?
   e.g. good understanding and synthesis of paper, well prepared to response to questions, shows capacity to reflect on the paper, or repeats the paper's content without any sign of reflection, etc

B1. How do you evaluate the **DELIVERY** of the presentation? (presentation skills)

B2. What should the speaker maintain (+), how could he or she improve (-) in their presentation skills?
   e.g. transition between slides, intonation and pronunciation, gesticulation, speed of the talk, motivation of audience to ask questions, fun factor, etc

C. What is **YOUR MAIN LESSON** from this presentation?

Source: www.dbai.tuwien.ac.at/education/wie/SS05/